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3D-Polarized Light Imaging (3D-PLI) is a neuroimaging
technique that has opened up new avenues to study the complex
architecture of nerve fibers in post mortem brains.

This technique allows reconstructing three-dimensional pathways
of nerve fibers with a resolution of a few micrometers by means
of birefringence measurements of the brain tissue.

In this project we analyze the birefringence measurements
(images) of thousands of unstained histological brain sections
obtained from different species (human, monkey, rodents).

The computations are completely data driven and depend on the
number and size of sections scanned at a few microns resolution.
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Purpose:

- Reduction of data

- Acceleration of registration processStitching

Automatic image feature extraction and

matching in overlap region

Optimization of tile positions by solving

large linear equation system

Combination of different approaches for

feature extraction and matching
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Grid technology middleware

Can manage this workflow

Allowing scientists without knowledge in

supercomputers to start the processing
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Creating a reference volume for

reconstruction of histological sections

- Automatic detection of ARTag

markers using ARToolkitPlus library

- Estimation of linear transformation

between detected markers
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- Linear registration

(flip,rigid,affine transformation)

- Subsequent non-linear registration
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Simultaneous spatial fusion of consecutive

PLI parameter maps (Transmittance,

Retardation)

- Iterative approach based on the

non-linear mapping

- Outlier detection and smoothing via

constraints over consecutive sections
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Spotlight highlighting

of 3D nerve fiber orientations

in the human temporal lobe

A multimodal model

of the brain

3D fiber orientation model

of the rat brain
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